The

CHAMELEON
Collection

IMAGINE YOU
COULD CREATE
A BATHROOM
SANCTUARY,
AS INDIVIDUAL
AND BEAUTIFUL
AS YOU ARE.

A COLLECTION THAT ADAPTS TO YOUR
ENVIRONMENT, GIVING YOU THE FREEDOM
TO EXPRESS YOUR INDIVIDUAL STYLE.
FUNCTIONAL AND BEAUTIFUL,
‘THE CHAMELEON COLLECTION’ BY APAISER
GIVES YOU THE FREEDOM
TO EXPRESS YOUR INDIVIDUALITY.
HANDCRAFTED USING APAISERMARBLE ®,
INFUSED WITH AUSTRALIAN MINERALS,
THIS STUNNING COLLECTION
IS PERFECTED BY ONLY ONE ADDITIONAL
ELEMENT – YOUR IMAGINATION.
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INTRODUCING

A-SERIES

Showcasing an eye-catching asymmetrical
design, A-Series allows you to create
something unusual and extraordinary.
Embrace your individuality with this range.
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INTRODUCING

S-SERIES

Symmetrical design in a dynamic colour
range, the S-Series features a beautiful
bath and a basin, that is a celebration
of clean lines and bold design.
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AVAILABLE in a
KALEIDOSCOPE
of COLOURS

Glacier White

Fabulous Fuscia

Royal Red

Marmalade Orange

Canary Yellow

Battersea Blue

Paul’s Green

Jubilee Jade

All about Aqua

Back in Black

apaiser MARBLE®

Stormy Grey

Posh Pink

Driven by the desire to create a collection which is bold, distinctive and

A-SERIES

individual, apaiser developed The Chameleon Collection in collaboration
with award winning product designer Paul Flowers.

“A luxurious, performative, non-porous
marble material, enriched with the purity
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of Australian minerals. With enhanced

L 1617 W 835 H 700 mm

Dia 536 H 215 mm

performance, achieved through the
integration of the most advanced materials,

FREESTANDING BASIN

of choice for leading designers, hotels
and resorts across the world.”

BELINDA TRY
Founder & President

Like a Chameleon, the collection is adaptable – the simple lines compliment
a range of architectural styles, yet the diverse colour palette allow
expression of personality – to blend harmoniously and calmly within the

Dia 540 H 946 mm

environment, subtly catch the eye with a hint or suggestion, or be bold,

S-SERIES

and create a sculptural focal point in an explosion of colour.

reshaped and perfected by master
craftsmen. The revolutionary bathware

ABOUT the
COLLECTION

With the belief that in this world of mass production and sameness, many
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of us seek something unique, unusual and extraordinary – the Chameleon

L 1640 W 900 H 550 mm

L 695 W 389 H 130 mm

Collection allows us to express our individuality – creating spaces which
are beautiful, functional, and reflective of our own innate sense of style.

From the very first meeting it was clear to me
the brand values of apaiser were a good fit
with my own philosophy. apaiser uses the
finest quality materials, has a relentless
drive for perfection and an appreciation for
good design. This shared belief I was confident
would result in something special.

Paul Flowers is an internationally renowned, award winning product designer
born and educated in the U.K. With an extensive portfolio, he has designed iconic
products for leading international brands. Paul’s approach to design is simple,
his ethos that the product ‘should function as beautifully as it looks’.
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